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A Wiki Wiki (Quick) Introduction

Learn how to use this powerful content management a

W

henever wikis come up in
conversation, everyone seems
to have the same question:
“What’s a wiki?” Is it the shuttle bus at the
Honolulu Airport? A mountain in Alaska?
A major league baseball player?
All of these happen to be wikis,
according to Wikipedia (http://en.wiki
pedia.org/wiki/Wiki_%28disambiguation%
29). On the Internet, however, a wiki is a
powerful content management application
that law libraries can use for research and
to organize their own projects. Ward
Cunningham, the creator of the first wiki,
defines it as “[t]he simplest online database
that could possibly work” (http://wiki.
org/wiki.cgi?WhatIsWiki).
More specifically, a wiki is “a server-based
collaborative tool that allows any authorized
user to edit Web pages and create new ones
using nothing more than a Web browser
and a text entry form on a Web page,” say
Brenda Chawner and Paul H. Lewis in their
article, “WikiWikiWebs: New Ways to
Communicate in a Web Environment” in
the March 2006 Information Technology and
Libraries. The term is based on the Hawaiian
word “wikiwiki,” which means “fast, speedy;
to hurry, hasten; quick, fast, swift,” as
defined by Bo Leuf and Ward Cunningham
in The Wiki Way: Quick Collaboration on the
Web.
The most well known wiki is
undoubtedly Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.
org). This online encyclopedia features
more than 3.8 million articles—more than
a million of which are in English. Anyone
can edit the entries in Wikipedia by
clicking the “edit this page” tab at the top
of the screen. Under the “history” tab, users
track the evolution of articles and perhaps
even revert content to an earlier version.
Wikipedia also features a “discussion” tab,
where users can debate issues raised in the
encyclopedia’s entries. Researchers can use
the search box to easily find entries and then
find related articles using hyperlinks. Other
wikis generally feature these same resources,
although they may use different terms.
Like e-mail, shared folders, and
discussion servers, wikis are a form of
online collaboration, explain Leuf and
Cunningham. Wikis are designed to use
the strength of collective intelligence to
organize all that is known about particular
topics. Working together, wiki writers can
analyze a topic in detail, correct any errors,
and update information. Wikis are not
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carefully crafted sites for casual visitors,
but instead involve visitors in “an ongoing
process of creation and collaboration that
constantly changes the Web site landscape,”
write Leuf and Cunningham.
While wikis’ use of collective knowledge
is often seen as their greatest strength, this
reliance is also their greatest weakness.
Malicious users sometimes edit entries with
deliberately false information, as happened
last year when one contributor to Wikipedia
edited a biography to fallaciously link its
subject to the Kennedy assassination,
according to Janet Kornblum in the
December 7, 2005, edition of USA Today
(www.usatoday.com/tech/news/techpolicy/
2005-12-06-wikipedia-truth_x.htm).
Worse, some wikis have been inundated
with WikiSpam. This form of spam includes
wiki entries that are added for the sole purpose
of advertising. Legitimate content is replaced
with commercial links similar to those
now found in blog comments and online
guestbooks, according to Wikipedia (http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Spam).

Wikis in Research
Recently, an article in Reference and User
Services Quarterly analyzed Wikipedia
according to the criteria set out by the late
Bill Katz in Introduction to Reference Work.
Not surprisingly, the online encyclopedia
“does not stand up well to the kind of
scrutiny typically applied in evaluation of
reference resources,” writes Danny P.
Wallace and Connie Van Fleet in “The
Democratization of Information? Wikipedia
as a Reference Resource” (Reference & User
Services Quarterly). That said, Wikipedia and
similar wikis could be used for research, if
with some caution. Wikis can quickly locate
extensive background material, can lead to
useful resources in other venues, and can
thoroughly analyze current events. The
discussion section of a wiki article focusing
on a subject of recent interest may be as
enlightening as the entry itself.
Researchers looking for general
information might find Wikipedia useful.
Many wikis, however, focus on more
specific topics. Wikinews (http://en.wiki
news.org/wiki/Main_Page), for example,
provides background information and
resources for current events. Wikitravel
(http://wikitravel.org/en/Main_Page)
includes thousands of destination guides.
Other wikis focus on favorite bands,
popular television shows, and even recipes.

